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     With the busy summer PCS season coming to a 
close I hope all the 2019 PCS movers are settling 
into their new jobs.  I have recently taken over as 
the Anthropometric Model Manager at Naval Avia-
tion Schools Command and find myself in the 
unique position of coming back to the place where 
my Naval Aviation career started almost 18 years 
ago. One thing I have found true throughout my 
various tours as both an NFO and Physiologist is 
sometimes to move forward we have to look to the 
past.  As I step into this job and familiarize myself 
with all the instructions, procedures, nuisances, and 
challenges, I’m constantly asking the question 
“Why?”.  Looking to the past and historical docu-
ments helps me understand where and why the 
program is set up the way it is.  It also allows me to 

make informed changes and ask the right questions to improve the program.  With that 
said for those that have been around the community for a while, what from the past can 
we look at to improve SUSNAOP?  Is there something we used to do which had a positive 
impact?  For newer Physiologists, what are changes you would like to see?  How can we 
harness new or up-and-coming technologies to improve outreach and impact of 
SUSNAOP?  SUSNAOP is only as successful as your involvement and ideas, so please 
send me whatever you have.  Call, email, it doesn’t matter; I just want to hear from you.  

     Unfortunately, my PCS move did preclude me from attending FAILSAFE this year, 
but I know from those who attended, it was another informative and successful event.  I 
want to thank LT Virginia DeBons for her time and effort coordinating FAILSAFE and for 
all our SUSNAOP members who attended the annual Dining In event at The Lighthouse 
Restaurant.  If the eventIn was anything like last year, I know everyone had a blast.  If you 
aren’t aware, SUSNAOP helps fund the Dining In and all the proceeds raised from “fines” 
go to support The Wingman Foundation (a non-profit organization which provides finan-
cial support to service members and families of military aviation mishaps). Thank you LT 
“SID” Salassi and LT “R.U.G” Branson for taking the lead in my absence to ensure the 
Dining In was a fun-filled and hilarious evening! 

 Next issue, I will discuss the results of the quarterly Board of Governors (BoG) 
meeting held in September.  I will be discussing some of my ideas and goals with the BoG 
between now and the next issue.  I am still soliciting feedback on ways to improve out-
reach and engagement for SUSNAOP, so if you have inputs please send them to me as 
soon as possible.  I look forward to hearing from you and can’t wait to see what this next 
year has in store for the Society!  

~ LCDR Darci “Olive Oyl” Hook  ~ 
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LETTER FROM THE SPECIALTY LEADER 
CAPT BRIAN “SMOOTH” BOHRER 
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Greetings NAOP Warriors, 
 

     It’s an honor to represent and address one of the finest MSC Specialties and Wardrooms in the US Navy!  It was great to see so 
many of you at FAILSAFE 2019 in Pax River and especially to see the new Physiologists eager to learn and anxious to make their 
impact on Naval Aviation.  It’s interesting to see how far we’ve come in my 21 years, as well as respect CAPT Bates’ tenure (SL 
#16) as she noted in her “Top 10 List” that a couple young “Phys” were just making their arrival to mankind when she came into 
the Navy.  I’ll take this time to relay some of my talking points during my brief at FAILSAFE for those that were not in attend-
ance: 
 

* Mentoring:  We senior Officers, no matter your position, must reach out at every opportunity to mentor our community’s 
future leaders. Directors are the most critical as the first leader our Interns spend a lot of time with during their first 2 years in 
the Navy. Lead and mentor them well because this first billet experience will lay the foundation for that young Officer’s future.  
 

* FITREPs and Performance:  A date has not been provided when the new FITREP system will go into effect and I will pass info 
as soon as I know.  As most of you have heard, it will be a “merit” based system vice tenure.  You can check the PERS website for 
a demo as well as the latest information.  In regards to performance, “bloom where you’re planted” seems outdated, however the 
phrase is spot on.  Regardless of where you are, Intern or senior NAOP, no matter if you “think” it’s a good billet or not – tackle 
the mission at hand and do it well.  Doing a lackluster job in a great billet or “bad” billet will still reflect on your FITREP and Ca-
reer.  
 

* Becoming a Great AMSO:  Nothing will make you a better AMSO than being proactive.  Waiting on the phone to ring for you 
to come save the day is the wrong way to serve your aircrew.  Being proactive, your willingness to help and learn breeds credibil-
ity.  And as I noted at FAILSAFE from the AMSO Guide Book, 1988 - “CREDIBILITY is our biggest problem, most precious pos-
session, and best tool, yet it can be lost in one unguarded moment.”  So, get in those ready rooms and lofts!  In addition to the 
CO and XO, you should know every squadron ASO, MO, and OPSO on your base and they should know you.  Find out your O 
and I level maintainer’s head-hurters and invite your FAILSAFE Tiger Team Chiefs to do training to help resolve issues.  
 

* Detailing and Next Assignments:  The Specialty Leader and the Cube make recommendations to the Detailer and can be over-
ruled – they cut the orders. We will do our best to get you where you would like to go, but sometimes it truly comes down to 
timing.  We are a small community and only about a third move each PCS year, co-lo, EFMP and personal requests have to be 
balanced with the needs of the Navy.  
 

* Work Hard and Play Hard:  I couldn’t write this without bringing up this year’s Combat Dining In.  
I believe it was an outstanding success, as was last years.  BZ to the planners and participants and, although I didn’t hear an official 
vote, I do believe the Interns won the skit again this year - hands down.  It was awesome to have Hank Caruso speak at our Com-
bat Dining In as well as be a willing participant at Kangaroo Court.  We have an esteemed history of working with, training, and/
or briefing several important folks, world leaders, and even members of Hollywood in direct support of the Warfighter, helping 
keep people safe, making a movie, or getting that once-in-a-lifetime flight as a VIP to an US Navy Carrier.  We can do all these 
things, do them well, and blow off a little steam with our Shipmates in the sense of comradery that this community espouses. So 
be professional, but have fun! 

     With that, I’ll relay again my closing quote from FAILSAFE from Admiral George Anderson, CNO, 1 August 1961 - “The 
Navy has both a tradition and a future ─ and we look with pride and confidence in both directions”…. And we as Naval Aero-
space and Operational Physiologists must do the same! 
 

Keep ‘Em Flying Safe. 

~ CAPT Brian “Smooth” Bohrer, SL #18 ~ 

     We must continue to lean forward to pave our future and yet not forget our past, as well as 
those that have gone before us, to build the foundations of this Specialty. 
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MEET THE NEW JUNIOR OFFICER REPRESENTATIVE 
LT JAMES ‘SID’ SALASSI 
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Congratulations! You are stuck with me for two years. Though, I was able to 
meet most of the new faces at FAILSAFE, there are still some within our com-
munity that I have not had the opportunity to meet in person. If this is you then 
please allow me to break it down for you.  

* Full name: James Warren Salassi III 

* Callsign: S.I.D. 

* Year of birth: 1987 (the same year Spaceballs came out) 

* SSN: 444-23-0955 

* GOVCC: 6257-3641-4477-8536 (that’s actually Frozone’s so have at it) 

* Favorite statistical analysis: confidence interval; P is overrated. 

* Favorite cellular organelle: if we are talking eukaryotes then mitochondria, obviously.  

* Top three favorite scientists: Drs. George Brooks, Ross Tucker and Tim Noakes (pre-carbohydrate intolerance). Audible: 
Dr. Michael Greger.  

* Favorite activity: anything that is slow-drip torture and oxidative capacity enhancing. Ragnar Black Loop is coming up in Oc-
tober if anyone wants to join!  

* Favorite communist sport: Soccer/Futbol/that thing that Strap-On’s kid plays that he keeps denying is real. 

* Favorite past time: beta testing Aqua Gard on Marines and taking pictures of their response. 

* Family: married with two kids 

* Duty stations: ASTC Whidbey Island (intern) and Marine Aircraft Group 39.  

* Educational roots: Undergrad at Point Loma Nazarene University and I’m a Grad School Dirtbag from California State Uni-
versity, Long Beach. 

* The YouTube channel I shamefully spent more time looking at than I’m willing to admit: Steve1989MREinfo (compliments 

of JD) www.youtube.com/channel/UC2I6Et1JkidnnbWgJFiMeHA  

It is an honor and privilege to be in this position. I’ve been lucky enough to have had two JO Reps before me that led by exam-

ple and set the bar for mentoring and motivating. I’m a scientist through and through and absolutely love NAOP’ing. I hope 

that during my time I can do right by the JO’s and community.  

Worst day of my life Helmet that protects my nog-
gin when flying H-1s 

My favorite people that put up with me 

Marine reaction to Aqua 
Gard; calendar of all the 

beta testing faces to follow  
Douglas bag method of collecting 
and analyzing expired gases. Anti-

quated, but awesome  
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GET TO KNOW YOUR INTERNS 

     LTJG Aaron R. Bishop ~ ASTC JACKSONVILLE 

          Lieutenant Junior Grade Bishop is a native of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin and graduated 
from the University of Wisconsin – Madison in 2016 with a Bachelor of Science in Biomedical 
Engineering. He continued at The University of Wisconsin to earn a Master of Science in Bio-
medical Engineering. His education focused on orthopedics, biomechanics, and physiology.  

     LTJG Bishop commissioned in 2018 as an MSC officer and has since completed training at 

Officer Development School and the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute receiving the designa-

tion of Aerospace and Operational Physiologist in 2019. He is currently working on his in-

ternship at the Aviation Survival Training Center at NAS Jacksonville. At the ASTC, he is a 

certified US Navy Lifeguard, command ACFL, and is the incoming treasurer of the Medical 

Service Corp of America Southeast.   

LTLG CHAD “ANGUS” MILAM – ASTC JACKSONVILLE 

          I was born and raised in Texas. I studied Game Art and Design at the Van-
couver Institute of Media Arts in British Columbia, Canada, completing my 
course of study in 2008 and spent the next four years working with Blizzard En-
tertainment. In 2012, I enrolled at the University of Texas at San Antonio where I 
earned a B.S. in Biology and an M.S. in Neurobiology in 2015 and 2016 respec-
tively. My research included whole-cell patch-clamp electrophysiology to exam-
ine the microcircuits of the auditory cortex and an in-silica approach to examine 
the gating properties of calcium ion channels in dentate gyrus granule cells.  

     I went on to work in academics after graduate school, teaching human anatomy 
and physiology as an adjunct with San Antonio College's nursing program until I 
discovered the NAOP community. I was commissioned in January 2018 and 
winged NAOP #359 on February 8th, 2019. Currently, I am an intern at ASTC 
JAX (Jacksonville, FL) under the guidance of LCDR Dobbs.  

     When I can escape the NHT chamber, I am out exploring the world with my 
better half Alicia, working towards my master diver certification, or catching up 
on various research projects. I also enjoy keeping up with graphic design and pro-
gramming, which I hope to apply as the latest webmaster for SUSNAOP and 
South East MSCOA. 

     My current research pursuits include an ESA collaboration exploring methods 
for the monitoring and management of the psychological well-being of individuals 
in extreme confinement via space analogs [MARS500/Concordia]. I hope to ex-
pand this line of research to include using virtual reality as a therapeutic modality during deep space travel. 
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     We’ve heard it before, “Try to complete at least one service school each year.” It diversifies your professional education, 
cleans out old service schools from your OSR, and has minimal impact on your annual schedule. Unfortunately, planning the 
TAD, enrolling in the class, and stepping out of the office are not always as easy as they sound. I get it, we all get busy. Some-
times December sneaks up on you, travel funds aren’t available, you’re juggling a dozen taskers, or you simply forgot. You 
don’t have to write off the year as a loss. There is another solution: ONLINE SERVICE SCHOOLS. 

 
     More specifically, you can complete these three with relative ease, PQM 101, ACQ 101, and TST 102. The Defense Acqui-
sitions University (DAU) offers these self-paced online courses with open enrollment. Each course takes approximately a week 
to complete, at a rate of about 1-2 hours a day. They are very similar to Navy eLearning courses, a slide deck of information 
followed by a short test. PQM 101 is the shortest with 10 slide decks and tests, while TST 102 is the longest at 21 slide decks 
and tests. The material is not difficult to understand. However, many familiar words are repurposed with specific acquisition-
based definitions, making the tests challenging without studying.  

 
Here’s how to enroll: 
 

 Using a CAC enabled computer, go to https://saar/dau.mil. 

 Complete the SAAR form. Under System Association select ‘Virtual Campus’ and then click ‘Submit’. 

 You will receive several automated emails from the DAU. Some will contain login information and others will have links. 

 Click the identity.dau.mil link in the email to log in with your username and password. You will be able to use CAC login 
after this. 

 Select the ‘Virtual Campus’ icon, then select ‘Browse For Training’ from the ‘Learning’ drop-down menu. 

 Click ‘Browse All’, and scroll down to find the three classes listed above and add them to your training. 
 

     You will receive an automated email once you complete a course. Training certificates and transcripts are available from the 
website. Send the following email to NSIPSHelpdesk.fcm@navy.mil to receive credit for the school in your OSR: 
 

 I have completed the following Service School and wish to record it to my ODC.  

 Title of Course: Production/Quality Management Fundamentals (PQM 101) 

 Service School Code: 824 

 Location of School: Defense Acquisition University 

 Completion Date: 26 JUL 2019 

 Course Duration: 1 Week 

 Certificate: (attached) 
 

     Obviously, you’ll need to change the italicized information in the email to reflect the course information and date. The 
course title, three-digit service school code, and duration are found in NOOCS Manual Vol 2 (available on 
www.npc.navy.mil). Don’t worry if the locations do not match. Use the DAU as the location, since that’s where you took the 
class. You’ll be fine as long as the certificate, three digit school code, and course name all match. 

 
     My own two cents: I’ve never sat a promotion board, but I imagine that these aren’t really high quality service schools. They 
are probably most useful for pushing old service schools off your OSR or filling empty spots. Still, if you go this route then try 
to spread out your completion dates by a couple months (Editor’s Note: it is usually recommended to get one service school per year). 
Remember that the date completed is recorded on your OSR and you don’t want all three to have matching months and years. 
Otherwise, you risk looking like you gun decked the whole thing - which we definitely didn’t do.  
 

~ LT Adam “SAFEWORD” Church ~ 
      

SERVICE SCHOOLS FROM YOUR OFFICE 
LT ADAM “SAFEWORD” CHURCH 
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NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT DAYTON’S D ISORIENTATION 

RESEARCH DEVICE: THE KRAKEN
TM L IVES!   

CAPT R ICH “IVAN” FOLGA 

(Editor’s note: This article has been updated for the SUSNAOP Newsletter) 
 

     The Disorientation Research Device (DRD), otherwise known by its officially Navy branded moniker, the KrakenTM, is Navy 

Medicine’s newest weapon in the battle against a persistently confounding threat to aviators and aircrew across platforms and 

services: aviation spatial disorientation (SD).  The KrakenTM is housed and operated in the Naval Aerospace Medical Research 

Lab (NAMRL) at Naval Medical Research Unit Dayton (NAMRU-Dayton), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH.   

     Beyond combatting SD, the KrakenTM is planned to fulfill its primary mission of basic research and of course, will adapt to the 
changing needs of the fleet.  As the Program Manager for the KrakenTM, I am charged with development, operation and life cycle 
management of this unique capability into a world-class aeromedical, basic research and emerging SD countermeasure test bed.  
After officially accepting the $19 million device from the contractor in October 2016, our team of engineers, mathematicians 
and technicians are pulling together to complete a long list of crucial tasks for development, operation and sustainment of this 
long-awaited multi-axis acceleration research platform. Currently, the DRD team is working to bring a breathing system to the 
KrakenTM.  The breathing system will be a key capability allowing for testing across the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab 
(NAMRL) functional areas and aligning with Physiologic Episode (PE) investigation efforts.  The first version will be an ‘up-
armored’ Environics ROBD-2 with the latest user software and mass flow controllers.   

     When it comes to development, no more interesting and challenging effort comes to mind than training the KrakenTM to fly.  

While primarily designed as a basic research tool, it was delivered with a feature called External Motion Control (EMC) mode, 

which allows for some advanced applied research exploration.  We are very focused on developing the EMC mode, our man-in-

the-loop mode, where subjects can control the device from inside the capsule.  This is of utmost interest to our team and the 

NAMRL SD research program when it comes to the study of man-in-the-loop aviation SD.  The device requires significant devel-

opment effort due to the complexity of multi-axis motion control. The vehicle model must mesh without significant artifacts 

impacting subject perception.  Working toward this goal, our team continues to demonstrate several advancements in algorithm 

development, system architecture, and communication with the Kraken’sTM nerve center via the EMC mode.   

     The first official research use of the KrakenTM was in support of the NASA Advanced Flight Deck Countermeasures – 4 

(AFDC-4) project to test safety enhancements to prevent loss of energy state awareness in commercial aviation.  This project 

was successfully completed in July 2018, proving the device could be used to replicate complex aerospace flight motions despite 

its design and specification as a basic research tool.  This was not without significant challenges in creating the unique software, 

hardware and network applications and interfaces required to complete the AFDC-4 project. 

     For AFDC-4, the DRD research capsule was required to be configured to accommodate two crew members simulating a 

modern commercial aircraft flight deck using side stick controls and precise duplication of display design eye reference points.  

The KrakenTM team performed all custom fabrication of the flight deck, assessed anthropometric accommodation, and per-

formed internal safety certification testing and joint NASA/NAMRU-Dayton capsule man rating.  A custom data acquisition net-

work architecture was created to support the integrated recording of precision eye tracking, stick inputs, motion and flight data 

to include display and instruments.  Control of the flight scenarios was accomplished through the development of a custom in-

structor operator station and multiple graphical user interface applications.  We used Laminar X-Plane (777 flight model) to 

provide flight physics data and out the window graphics.  Flight physics data are manipulated in a separate application introducing 

the motion washout algorithms which are then sent to the DRD Motion Control Computer via the previously described EMC 

mode.  Checking to ensure the motion requested is within specifications, the commands are sent to the drives that control nearly 

two dozen motors to synchronously move up to all six axes and 245,000 pounds of rotating mass.  The pilot (in this case, airline 

pilots were our subjects) provides inputs to the control stick that completes the loop once their inputs are received back at the 

flight motion simulator computer.   
Continued on Page 8 
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NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT DAYTON’S D ISORIENTATION 

RESEARCH DEVICE: THE KRAKEN
TM L IVES!   

CAPT R ICH “IVAN” FOLGA 

     The NAMRU-Dayton team presented on the KrakenTM motion washout, perceptual modeling and research environment de-

velopment employed for AFDC-4 at the May 2019 Aerospace Medical Association annual meeting in Las Vegas.  Additionally, an 

article describing the perceptual modeling of DRD motion has been submitted to Aerospace Medicine and Human Performance 

and is currently under review.   

What research is on deck for the KrakenTM?  

     NAMRU-Dayton is partnering with two other organizations on three separate planned research efforts for FY19.  The next 

project destined for the KrakenTM is a Defense Health Agency funded Joint Program Commision-5 Aviation Mishap Prevention 

Working Group sponsored SD research study. The principal investigator for this study is Dr. Henry Williams, senior NAMRL 

research psychologist and former Naval Aerospace Experimental Psychologist.  His study will incorporate another custom built 

flight deck and use a T-6 flight model for the instrumentation and flight physics data to drive the KrakenTM.  This will be the first 

DRD study where military trained pilots will be recruited as research subjects.    

~ CAPT Rich “IVAN” Folga ~ 

 

 

Dr. Kyle Ellis (NASA Langley) and CAPT Rich Folga sit in the KrakenTM capsule awaiting the device hall to be cleared for a motion 

capability development flight for the AFDC-4 experiment.  This flight testing was a combination of the ‘Big Stewart’ motion profile 

used for upset and recovery scenarios and our ‘Gx Centrifuge’ for takeoff simulation for the AFDC-4 experiment.  ‘Big Stewart’ refers to 

using the KrakenTM as an exaggerated Stewart flight simulator platform with all six degrees of freedom of the device available. (U.S. 

Navy Photo courtesy of Naval Medical Research Unit Dayton) 
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     Give me one.  Kill!   Like any great heroic adventure, this story begins with 
and there I was…. sitting in the APOE on one cool Carolina night (actually hot 
and humid) awaiting to embark with my fellow Marines and Sailors.  The embar-
kation phase started at 1530 and ended once we stepped foot on the plane at 
2200.  Our destinations was a dreamy getaway located on Marine Corps Air 
Ground Combat Center Twenty-nine Palms (29 Palms), Calif.  We arrived at the 
desolated desert of Camp Wilson around 0230 or 0530 EST via air and then bus.  
As the arriving party, we were greeted by the Camp Commandant and his staff. 
Ground rules were given and K-spans assigned.  If you’re like me and have never 
deployed, then you can image that the first night was the toughest.  The night was 
hot, but the day was even hotter.   

     MAG-14 was tasked as the ACE HQ element and as a staff member it was our 
duty to develop and equip the ACE compound for a large scale force on force 
exhibition.   Marines have been this Nation’s force in readiness since 1755, their ability to innovate, adapt and overcome all chal-
lenges in chaotic environments is vital to their lethality.    It is of no surprise that 29 palms is an ideal location to train, equip, and 
organize these managers of WAR!  As an AMSO of Marines, 29 palms becomes a rite of passage (sign up and gain your street 
credit now!) in which you support their warfighting 
efforts.  As you attended different war planning meet-
ings and the initial assault begins you acquire basic 
military familiarities that aid in your understanding of 
the FMF.  In addition, you will surely gain a great 
appreciation of the austere environment (flash flood-
ing, highs/lows during the summer 115/95 degrees 
and during the fall 70/30 degrees, and the vast array 
of wild life), a unique and fully furnished living quar-
ters (cots, zero a/c, and a head .25 miles away), de-
ployment food, and a realistic expeditionary integrat-
ed training exercises (ITX (equipped with mortars, 
M16A/ M249/ M203, AAVs/LAVs/Tanks, force on 
force, and the list goes on)) that will shape you into 
the human performance expert of WAR!   

     If you’re wondering, ITX is at least a 6 week long 
exercise (give or take a month) that incorporates all 
elements of the MAGTF.  The focus of training is the 
application of combined-arms, maneuver, and warfare 
in the Marine Corps’ largest training exercise.  As 
battalions and squadrons progress through the training 
evolutions, integration into one cohesive unit is criti-
cal to the planning phase, rehearsal phase, and execut-
ing of orders.  As the AMSO you are at the mercy of 
the alphabet soup (check the acronym list) which is 
the ACE COC.  Keep in mind your taskers may very 
as a safety Rep. ( ASO, GSO, support OPS, support 
the SELF with lighting and FOD mitigation, medical 
liaison, or maybe as the TRAP lead).  

RAHHHHH! 25 Days in the Dirt! 
LT TRISTON “FROZONE” ALSTON 

Continued on Page 10 

I Don’t Know! Correct, Incorrect, 

Confused, or Just Super Motivated? 

“Cool” Pictures 

FROZONE 

POUNDER 
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     Word to the wise get involved, inte-
grate, and gain the respect of your Ma-
rines.  It is simple as follow the leader or 
as hard as being volun-told.   

     Show interests in the training and ask 
for the stars.  Go fly with the HMLA’s 
and VMM’s, ride in a HMMWV, or 
shoot a M249.    

     Knock out your FMF Warfare Of-
ficer Qualification and go PT like a crazy 
person in the desert, but don’t forget 
your glow belt, water, and battle buddy!   

     Don’t feed the coyotes (not confirm-
ing or denying)) and defiantly don’t 
spook the desert tortoises (illegal).   

     Keep all your gear off the deck in 
case of flash floods and get ready to fill 
sandbags for a barrier when the next 
iteration happens… 

 

(Pounder formally known as 
SOC, you can say I told you 
so!).   

     I know most don’t see living 
in the desert as fun, however, 
the experience you will gain 
(street credit) and cool stuff 
you may see is worth the 
SUCK!  Of course only after 
you’re on the flight home!!!!   

     Oh, I almost forgot enjoy 
the wonderful MREs offered 
every day, I highly recommend 
menu 23 the chicken pesto 
pasta.    

RAHHHHH! 25 Days in the Dirt! 
LT TRISTON “FROZONE” ALSTON 

Continued on Page 10 

Exquisite Living 

The Environment 
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RAHHHHH! 25 Days in the Dirt! 
LT TRISTON “FROZONE” ALSTON 

Continued on Page 12 

TOP 5 ITEMS TO…. 

Acquire ahead of time: 

 One set of desert Cammie’s (check with supply) 

 Deseret boonie cover (only on camp Wilson) and five point cover (Main side events) 

 Two pair of desert flight suites (check with supply) 

 Desert flight boots (check with supply) 

 Approval for a rental car ( an absolute must) 

Keep you sane: 

 Laptop, tablet, or any other read material 

 Hydro flask (another must unless you like drinking boiling hot and extremely chlorinated water) 

 Workout on Main Side ( There are 3 gyms all great, so take advantage of getting fit and taking a decent shower) 

 Go to Main Side Chow Hall ( Their chow halls are really good, so get a decent meal every once in a while with ice cream) 

 Engage with the Marines and get involved (embrace the suck!)  
 

Make your experience better: 

 A box fan  

 Extra charger 

 Thin/ small air mattress for your Cot (My OPSO brought one because he is a very smart man) 

 Use the mini MCX on Camp Wilson to by snacks, cold water, etc.. 

 Flashlight (it gets really dark in the desert and there are a lot of rocks/ dips between you and the .25 miles you have to walk 
during a 0230 head call!)  

Special Note:   

Don’t eat the eggs or you may 
get a Callsign like Pounder! Military Toys 
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AAV-7A1- Amphibious Assault Vehicle = transports assault 
force from ship to shore and armored transport of troops. 

ACE- Aviation Combat Element 

AMSO- Aeromedical Safety Officer 

AOPS- Assistant Operations Officer 

APOE- Aerial Port Of Embarkation = is an air terminal at 
which troops, units, military-sponsored personnel, unit equip-
ment, and materiel board and are loaded. 

ASO- Aviation Safety Officer 

COC- Combat Operations Center 

GSO- Ground Safety Officer 

FOD- Foreign, Objects, and Debris 

FMF pin- Fleet Marine Force Officer Warfare device 

HMLA- Marine Light Attack Helicopter Squadron = provides 
combat utility helicopter support, attack fire helicopter support, 
and fire support coordination during amphibious and shore ops 
using AH-1W (Cobra) and UH-1N (Huey). 

HMMWV- High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle = 
transports equipment, materials, crews and up to 8 personnel.   

HQ- Head Quarters  

K-span- a communal living are with a max capacity of 31 per-
sonnel. 

LAV-25- Light Armored Vehicle= light armored amphibious 
vehicle. 

MAGTF- Marine Air Ground Task Force 

M16A- Rifle= gas operated, air-cooled, magazine-fed semi-
automatic (1 shot) or automatic (3 round burst) weapon.   

M249- machine gun (SAW) = gas-operated, air-cooled, belt or 
magazine-fed, automatic weapon. 

M203- grenade launcher = single shot, breech-loaded, pump 
action, shoulder-fired weapon for M16A1 or A2 rifle 

MRE- Meal Ready-To-Eat, Individually 

PT- Physical Training  

SELF- Strategic Expeditionary Landing Field 

SOC- Son of Creature (ask LCDR (select) Muffet) 

TRAP- Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel  

USMC- United States Marine Corps 

VMM- Marine Medium Tilt Rotor Squadron = assault transport 
of combat troops in the initial and follow-on stages of amphibi-
ous ops using MV22 

RAHHHHH! 25 Days in the Dirt! 
LT TRISTON “FROZONE” ALSTON 

Exquisite Dining 

~  LT Triston “FROZONE” Alston ~ 

Acronyms List 
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     Marine Aviation Weapons and Tactics Squadron 
One (MAWTS-1) and Naval Air Warfare Develop-
ment Center (NAWDC), or “Weapons Schools,” as 
they are known to many, provide standardized tacti-
cal training and certifications of instructor qualifica-
tions to naval officers, sailors, Marines, and occa-
sionally members of other services and countries. 
However, MAWTS-1 and NAWDC are not your 
typical units when it comes to aviation mishap inves-
tigation. There are some unique Weapons School 
idiosyncrasies that could affect if, when, and how an 
Aeromedical Safety Officer (AMSO) will be called 
to support a mishap investigation. Some of these 
concerns are discussed in Aviation Safety Officer 
(ASO) School and listed in various instructions and 
orders, but it’s sometimes tough to remember every 
detail from a school you attended once, years ago, 
or to recall the verbiage of policy that you don’t see regularly. For this reason, it’s great to re-cage the gyro, and knock the cob-
webs off the white matter!  
 
     To provide some background information, the following is a brief discussion on the structure of NAWDC and MAWTS-1, as 
it applies to general operations and services that the schools provide to the fleet: 
 
     NAWDC is structured similar to a Navy Wing with ‘subordinate’ commands running weapons and tactics schools for each 
component of the naval air warfighting package. The individual aviation components within NAWDC are:  
 
* N5: Air Wing Training – Responsible for training Naval Aviation advanced Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) across 
assigned combat mission areas at the individual, unit, integrated and joint levels. N5 to sets and enforces combat proficiency 
standards and develops, validates, standardizes, publishes and revises TTPs. NAWDC's Joint Close-Air Support (JCAS) Division 
administers the Joint Terminal Attack Controllers Course (JTACC). NAWDC JCAS primarily trains Naval Special Warfare and 
Riverine Group personnel, but also trains U.S. Army Special Operations, U.S. Marine Corps Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison 
Officers, international personnel, as well as U.S. Navy Fixed and Rotary Wing Forward-Air Controller (Airborne) personnel. 
 
* N6: Carrier Airborne Early Warning Weapons School (CAEWWS), also referred to as TOP DOME, is the E-2 weapon 
school, responsible for Airborne Tactical Command and Control advanced individual training via the Hawkeye Weapons and 
Tactics Instructors (HEWTIs) class. CAEWWS is also responsible for development of community Tactics, Technique and Pro-
cedures and provides inputs to the acquisition process in the form of requirements and priorities for research and development 
(R&D), procurement, and training systems. CAEWWS works closely to support other Warfare Development Centers and 
Weapons Schools; such as the Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center's Integrated Air Defense Course (IADC) and 
Integrated Air and Missile Defense WTI Integration Course (IWIC). 
 
* N7: In 1969, the United States Navy Fighter Weapons School (TOPGUN) was established to develop and implement a course 

of graduate-level instruction in aerial combat. Today, TOPGUN continues to provide advanced tactics training for FA-18A-F 

and F-35 aircrew in the Navy and Marine Corps through the execution of the Strike Fighter Tactics Instructor (SFTI) Course. 

The SFTI Course ultimately produces graduate-level strike fighter tacticians, adversary instructors, and Air Intercept Control-

lers (AIC) who go on to fill the critical assignment of Training Officer in fleet units. 

AMSO Support of Aviation Mishaps  

at Navy & Marine Corps Weapons Schools 
CAPT REBECCA “SPARKY” BATES & LCDR AMANDA “AWOS” L IPPERT 

Continued on Page 14 
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* N8: The Seahawk Weapons and Tactics Instructor (SWTI) program 
provides tactics instructors to fleet squadrons; maintains and develops 
the Navy's helicopter tactics doctrine via the SEAWOLF Manual; in-
structs the Navy's Mountain Flying School and provides academic, 
ground, flight, and opposing-forces instruction for visiting aircrew dur-
ing Air Wing Fallon detachments. 
 
* N10: The US Navy's Airborne Electronic Attack Weapons School, call 
sign "HAVOC,” stood up in 2011 to execute the NAWDC mission as it 
pertains to Electronic Warfare and the EA-18G Growler. HAVOC ad-
ministers and teaches the Growler Tactics Instructor Course. 
 
* N20: The Tomahawk Landing Attack Missile (TLAM) Department 
provides direct support to U.S. Fleet Forces Command (USFFC) in the 
development and standardization of tactics, techniques and procedures 
for the employment of the Tomahawk weapon system. In addition, 
TLAM provides training to the CVW, fleet, and joint commands on 
TLAM capabilities and strike integration.  
 
     Similarly, MAWTS-1 is structured in a way that each component of the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) has a sepa-
rate and distinct curriculum for their Weapons and Tactics Instructor (WTI) Course, however the ultimate goal of the course is 
to integrate aviation, ground support, and the Marine Air Command and Control System (MACCS) in support of a MAGTF and 
Joint scheme exercise. In addition to offering the WTI Course, there is supplemental curriculum embedded into the course for 
Senior Watch Officers (SWO), Aviation Command Element (ACE) Battlestaff Officers, and Air Officers. You can read more 
about MAWTS-1’s WTI Course in MCO 3500.109 (2007).  
 
     While MAWTS-1 does not own any aircraft, NAWDC owns some MH-60S, F/A-18C-F, E/A- 18G and F-16A-B aircraft. In 
order to accomplish the training objectives, NAWDC and MAWTS-1 rely on fleet squadrons to “loan” them aircraft during their 
respective courses. This can complicate things when a mishap occurs during a class or training event. According to OPNAVINST 
3750.6S (2014), the owner of the aircraft becomes the reporting custodian for the mishap. While technically, the Naval Safety 
Center “owns” the investigation, they generally provide oversight as the reporting custodian assumes the responsibility of carrying 
out all of the duties involved with the investigation. Even if a Weapons School staff member, fleet augment aircrew, or student 
aircrew is deemed to have been found at the controls during a mishap, the investigation still ultimately “belongs” to the fleet com-
mand who owns the aircraft. 
 
     What does this mean for the AMSO supporting Navy and Marine Corps fleet units? There is likely some geographic separation 
between the reporting custodian command, and the location of the mishap, which means it often takes a couple of days before the 
Aviation Mishap Board (AMB) members are on the scene to begin their investigation. During these critical initial days, the Safety 
shops and AMSOs assigned to NAWDC and MAWTS-1 are ready to assist in the early stages of the investigation to include initial 
notification and immediate response field work. If your command is ultimately the reporting custodian, then you will likely be the 
one to step in and support their investigation, whether that means being assigned to the AMB, or as an advisor to the AMB. Like-
wise, if your command is not the reporting custodian, even if your command had aircrew involved in the mishap, you likely will 
not be called to support in any official capacity. If you are called upon to support the investigation, be prepared to work directly 
with the Weapons School AMSO for turnover of information and ALSS, and feel free to lean on them for initial support with 
tasks like shipment of aviation life support systems (ALSS) to the Mishap Investigation Support Team (MIST) Laboratory or aca-
demic reference material to assist you and the AMB with deliberations that are specific to our area of expertise.  
 

AMSO Support of Aviation Mishaps  

at Navy & Marine Corps Weapons Schools 
CAPT REBECCA “SPARKY” BATES & LCDR AMANDA “AWOS” L IPPERT 

Continued on Page 15 
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     Additional resources are outlined to the AMB by 
the 3750.6S, and are allocated by the nearest DoD 
installation. Otherwise, you will treat the mishap 
like any other investigation from your ASO School 
training. When the reporting custodian has complet-
ed the Safety Investigation Report (SIR) and legal 
investigation (JAGMAN) report, the Weapons 
School will be in the endorsing chain for those re-
ports, and will often rely on the command AMSO 
for any relevant aeromedical or ALSS concerns with-
in the endorsement.  
      
     What does this mean for the AMSO supporting 
Navy and Marine Corps fleet units? There is likely 
some geographic separation between the reporting 
custodian command, and the location of the mishap, 
which means it often takes a couple of days before 
the Aviation Mishap Board (AMB) members are on 
the scene to begin their investigation. During these critical initial days, the Safety shops and AMSOs assigned to NAWDC and 
MAWTS-1 are ready to assist in the early stages of the investigation to include initial notification and immediate response field 
work. If your command is ultimately the reporting custodian, then you will likely be the one to step in and support their investi-
gation, whether that means being assigned to the AMB, or as an advisor to the AMB. And likewise, if your command is not the 
reporting custodian, even if your command had aircrew involved in the mishap, you likely will not be called to support in any 
official capacity. If you are called upon to support the investigation, be prepared to work directly with the Weapons School AM-
SO for turnover of information and ALSS, and feel free to lean on them for initial support with tasks like shipment of aviation life 
support systems (ALSS) to the Mishap Investigation Support Team (MIST) Laboratory or academic reference material to assist 
you and the AMB with deliberations that are specific to our area of expertise. Additional resources are outlined to the AMB by the 
3750.6S, and are allocated by the nearest DoD installation. Otherwise, you will treat the mishap like any other investigation from 
your ASO School training. When the reporting custodian has completed the Safety Investigation Report (SIR) and legal investiga-
tion (JAGMAN) report, the Weapons School will be in the endorsing chain for those reports, and will often rely on the command 
AMSO for any relevant aeromedical or ALSS concerns within the endorsement.  
 
     The Weapons School AMSOs are also available to assist with eyes on people, gear, and equipment for Physiological Episodes 
(PEs) or other situations that arise while your aircrew and aircraft are in town for the course. But we have to know about it to 
help. Keep in touch.! 
 
References: 

1. Marine Corps Order 3500.109: Marine Corps Aviation Weapons and Tactics Training Program (Short Title: WTTP). Depart-
ment of the Navy: Headquarters United States Marine Corps (Jan 16, 2007). 

2. OPNAV Instruction 3750.6S: Naval Aviation Safety Management System. Department of the Navy: Office of the Chief of Na-
val Operations (May 13, 2014). 

3. NAVAVNWARDEVCEN FALLON NV DTG various, NAWDC TOPGUN Class XX-XX, Quota Confirmation and Amplify-
ing Information. 

4. SEAHAWK WTI MOU with reporting custodians 

 

~ CAPT Rebecca “SPARKY” Bates & LCDR Amanda “AWOS” Lippert ~ 

AMSO Support of Aviation Mishaps  
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Rules of Engagement 

     This article is intended first to provide a review on decompression physiology, and 
second, to include some of my observations and experiences gained from three years 
of Decompression Sickness (DCS) research culminating in 18 journal articles, a text-
book chapter, and a PhD. That said my knowledge on the subject is by no means 
complete and I am still learning more every year, especially as a transition from be-
low the water to above it! There is still a lot left to learn about DCS, with these ob-
servations I am not denying any aviators’ experiences or adjudicating any claims. In 
fact, it might be just the opposite as we’ll explore broad range of injuries related to 
pressure change that we wouldn’t necessarily call DCS. Next, let’s consider this as 
train the trainer material. I am by no means suggesting that the average aircrew needs 
to know all of this, at this level of detail. However, as physiologists this should be 
part of our foundational knowledge. Finally, I will be covering some basic material as 
well as some of the latest research. In beginning with the basics I’m not implying that 
you, or we as a community, lack this knowledge; it’s just that as someone once sang, 
the beginning is a very good place to start. 

Terminology 

     Decompression illness is a broad term describing a range of injuries related to 
decompression including DCS and arterial gas embolism (AGE). The Navy dive man-
ual simply defines DCS as (and I’m paraphrasing here) excess gas that separates from 
solution and forms bubbles. “These bubbles produce mechanical and biochemical ef-
fects that lead to a condition known as decompression sickness.” Many definitions you 
find will be some variation of that, with the common theme being inert gas that 
comes out of solution. One important point that we will definitely return to: the 
presence of bubbles does not necessarily indicate, or lead to, DCS. You’ll often see 
DCS referred to as Type I or Type II. Again, these definitions may vary depending 
what organization you ask, and are falling out of favor in the research community, but 
it’s worth knowing because they are still widely in use, Type I involves the skin, 
muscles, joints, and the lymphatic system and is usually not considered life threaten-
ing. Type II involves the nervous, cardiac, or pulmonary system and as such is con-
sidered more serious. There’s no special reason why these terms are used less, it’s 
mostly that as the puzzle gets clearer we’re learning that it’s not so simple to catego-
rize DCS into neat discrete boxes. However, the terminology may still be useful in 
diagnosis and treatment protocols. Speaking of solving the puzzle, it’s also good to 
know that the mechanisms of DCS are still not completely understood (again, more 
on that later)! It’s not as simple as bubbles in the blood and tissues. Diving research-
ers have been working for decades to crack the code and it’s still a work in progress. 

     Arterial gas emboli can potentially take bubbles and send them through your 
systemic circulation where they have the potential to cause all sorts of trouble. Recall 
that an embolism is simply a blockage in a vessel, in this case a bubble. Bubbles 
don’t form in the arterial circuit due to cardiovascular flow and pressure dynamics, 
micro nucleate and grow in the venous system and they’re called, you guessed it, 
venous gas emboli (VGE). VGE are much more common than AGE since it takes 
special physiological conditions for VGE to cross over into the arterial circulation to 
become AGE.  

DCS Review Article 
LT DENNIS MADDEN 

Continued on Page 17 

Ultrasound looking for arterialization of 
bubbles 

Four chamber view of the heart full of 
bubbles on the pulmonary side (image 
shows inverted on ultrasound screen) 

these are the right chambers 

Ultrasound screenshot shows arterializa-
tion of bubbles 
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Normally, VGE are trapped in the pulmonary microcirculation where the nitrogen can diffuse down gradient from 100% con-
centration in the bubble to ~ 78% in the atmospheric air in the lungs. This is the benefit to breathing 100% O2 for treatment; a 
much steeper concentration gradient is produced so the bubbles are eliminated faster. 

     Barotrauma is physical damage caused by a difference of pressure between spaces in the body. You could argue that this 
includes DCS, but more often it’s used to describe the other stuff we talk about in our altitude threats briefs like sinus squeezes 
or ruptured tympanic membranes. It’s worth mentioning in a DCS review because barotrauma can cause symptoms from pain to 
vertigo all over the body that may be misinterpreted as DCS. 

Hopefully you can see now that there is a lot of potential overlap between signs and symptoms one may encounter under the 
decompression illness umbrella that can make diagnosis tricky. 

Arterialization of VGE 

     Since AGE have potential to cause considerable damage, we’ll briefly review where they come from. There are some more 
traumatic cases like pulmonary over inflation syndrome (POIS) that are associated with holding your breath during a rapid as-
cent. These are much more likely to happen in diving rather than aviation. In POIS, gas can enter the arterial circulation though 
openings in the pulmonary circulation caused mechanically by gas expansion. Although POIS isn’t likely in aviation, there are 
still a few other routes. Most common is likely the patent foramen ovale or PFO. A PFO is basically a route from the right atri-
um to the left atrium allowing VGE to skip the pulmonary “filter” and become AGE. PFOs have long been correlated with in-
creased DCS risk but causality is still up for debate. Who has a PFO? Everyone while they’re a fetus, but in about 25% of the 
population this hole doesn’t seal completely allowing some mixture of venous and arterial blood. New research has showed that 
this number is probably larger than 25%, and in many people, the hole is normally closed but can be pressed open temporarily 
with high intrathoracic pressure created by something like a Valsalva or…the AGSM?  

     Another potential pathway is the intrapulmonary arteriovenous anastomoses (IPAVA). These are larger diameter vessels in 
the lungs that open up during exercise or hypoxia and are large enough to allow VGE to pass through the pulmonary filter and 
into the arterial circulation. This could be once explanation for increased DCS risk for those that are physically active during high 
altitude exposure. 

Now, about those bubbles… 

     It’s not too hard to understand why the general population believes bubbles are so deadly. In SCUBA certifications DCS and 
bubbles are often used synonymously. In pop culture or the news, we hear of people suffering strokes or even death from a lone 
embolism. It’s been demonstrated for years that bubbles can appear completely asymptomatically in divers following even rela-
tively mild (recreational) dive profiles. I’ve recorded bubbles with an ultrasound in literally hundreds of divers over three years 
of field research. What’s perhaps more interesting is that these natural “bubblers” seem to be pretty consistent; they bubble on 
every dive. Even more interesting is that a small but significant portion of this population arterializes bubbles consistently (and 
completely asymptomatic as well) on nearly every dive. On a few studies we’ve even used Doppler to observe bubbles whizzing 
by in the medial and posterior cerebral arteries, again, completely asymptomatically.  Finally, if you’re not familiar with contrast 
echocardiography, it’s a technique where bubbles are created in saline and injected directly into the circulation. So we actually 
inject bubbles into people on purpose. This technique is one way to search for PFOs or IPAVAs.  

     While it seems almost certain that bubbles play some sort of role in DCS, their presence alone does not necessarily indicate 
injury.  

 If not bubbles then what? 

     While bubbles may explain some of the mechanisms surrounding DCS we don’t know what conditions make the difference 
between symptomatic and asymptomatic cases. It might be more accurate to think of these as companion rather than competitive 
theories since we humans are quite complex. 

~ LT Dennis Madden ~ 

DCS Review Article 
LT DENNIS MADDEN 
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     Okay, trivia time: what do Capital One, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), MyHeritage, Yahoo Email, Experian, 
Equifax, BlueCross BlueShield, and many others have in common?  What’s that you say?  They’re all hoarders of massive 
amounts of personal data?  Ding ding! You’re absolutely right!  And for the win…they’ve all been hacked.  The can is open, 
worms everywhere…our personal data too often winds up strewn across the digiscape.  No doubt you’ve heard it before…that 
anything you put out there on the internet is there to stay.  These kinds of events prove it is all too true, that the digital ‘you’ is 
fair game to be bought, sold, traded, and hacked.  And the easier you make it…the more you share…the more often you ignore 
the small print in those End User License Agreements (EULAs) and click on the ‘Please sign me up!’ button…the more you com-
promise yourself and lay yourself bare to prying eyes (and algorithms).  But maybe you don’t value privacy, at least not like our 
grandparents did, not like ‘polite society’ does.  “It’s too late” you say, “our information is already out there…and anyway, I have noth-
ing to hide, so who cares? Awww, come on, take a selfie with me for my InstaYak account!”.  But don’t you see, my friend?  Maybe you 
don’t value your privacy, but there are those of us who do, and we resent being vilified and ostracized for it, co-opted by the 
naked masses.  And in truth, this isn’t just about some old-fashioned concept called ‘privacy’.  No, this is about how our mind-
vomit, over-shared, FOMO culture is at war with something much more profound than mere privacy.  This is a battle for Per-
sonal Sovereignty.   And if we lose this battle…if we yield this precious resource…we pave the way for dystopia.  Because an 
Orwellian oligarchic techno-state won’t respect your Personal Sovereignty either.  

 

     The real ‘nuclear threat’ to Personal Sovereignty is the rise of artificial intelligence (AI).  Yes, I know what you’re thinking…
go ahead and make your ‘Skynet’ jokes, but then consider the following premise.  Even if the Singularity never comes to pass 
(oh, but it will), and even if AI doesn’t decide that humans are a pesky little nuisance, it’s going to be a bumpy ride for us on our 
journey with AI.  Most people have probably heard something to the effect that ‘the best place to hide a secret is in plain sight’.  
Anyone who has received a modicum of training in security, intelligence, or confidentiality knows that an isolated piece of infor-
mation out in the open may be completely innocuous, but it is the aggregation of bits of information within a context that turns 
miscellaneous factoids into actionable intelligence.  And this is precisely what AI is good for, and what massive enterprises who 
collect and monetize vast amounts of information are sweating over; to organize the chaos and shrink to zero the degrees of sep-
aration between us and them.  Smart-home devices like Alexa make life seem so much more ‘Jetsons’, because a corporate giant 
spying on your conversations isn’t creepy at all (“OMG!  How does Amazon know it’s time for my lunchmeat?”).   

Sailors, Mind Your 1’s and 0’s: The Battle for 

Personal Sovereignty in the Digital Age 
LCDR NATE “NOAKSTER” NOAKES 

Continued on Page 19 
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Facial recognition software will make traveling so much more easy-breezy, and will make direct marketing holograms so much 
more personal, like a scene from a futuristic sci-fi movie.  And using a smart phone app to age progress your face for your dating 
profile is trés romantique.  Iris and fingerprint biometrics make your smart phone hack proof, so that’s a win, right?…because 
really, who else could possibly want that information?  Sending in your genetic code to a private company and paying them a 
pittance to tell you where you’re reeeally from is just good science!  (Because what self-respecting man doesn’t want a genetic 
excuse to wear a kilt?).   And surely, when you call customer service and they want to record your voice for bio-metric analysis 
and voice authorization, you will be totally spoof-proof.  Snark aside, now consider the dark side of all this:  any of your infor-
mation, once digitized, is vulnerable to compromise, even if it’s ‘secure’ on your own phone or a ‘secure’ database in some 
company.  It should be evident by now to anyone paying attention that ‘secure’ is just a euphemism for ‘hasn’t been hacked yet’.  
Because of course, they have your best interests at heart, and are taking all the necessary precautions…right?   And of course, 
your information isn’t being used in any kind of nefarious way…right?  Third parties, including nation-state actors and massive 
corporations now not only own your data (that you possibly gave them, maybe even paid them to take); in a sense, they own you.  
The only things that make you truly unique…your voice, your iris, your fingerprints, your face, your genetic code…are merely 
a commodity; the property of a legal entity (check the fine print in those EULAs), free to do with as they wish (or as long as you 
don’t know about it) in the name of security…or capitalism.  To borrow a leetspeak term (forgive me, hacker kids)…you have 
been ‘pwned’.  And you or someone else- maybe someone you know, maybe your own vanity- let it happen.  Maybe you con-
sented, maybe not.   Now…how do you feel about all those YOLO pictures you’re tagged in?  

   So, what is this Personal Sovereignty thing I keep yappring about?  It’s a real thing, with various definitions easily available on 
the web.  But here’s the jist:  a nation, a state, or a city all have a certain integrity of individuality, as an independent entity unto 
themselves.  They have certain things in common: borders, resources, commerce, defense, rules of conduct and engagement 
inside and outside the society.  They have a certain dignity that defines the borders of what is appropriate & allowed, and what is 
not.  These are the things that make up the fabric of civil sovereignty.  An analogous concept might then be applied to a human 
being, to ‘person-hood’.  Personal Sovereignty is part of what defines a person as an independent being, worthy of respect and 
regard for rights and ethical relations.  It is more than just free will or privacy; Personal Sovereignty extends from your dignity, 
creating the boundaries that govern your interactions with the world, and what you will and will not tolerate.  When you trans-
gress the sovereignty of a nation, eyebrows are raised and unpleasantries are exchanged.  The same premise applies to Personal 
Sovereignty.  If the Framers of the Constitution had foresight into our times, perhaps they would have included in the Bill of 
Rights the ‘Right To Be Forgotten’ on the internet.  And perhaps they would have more clearly defined Personal Sovereignty.  

   So let’s get reeeeallly personal for a moment and talk about relationships.  It isn’t always a faceless hacker in a hoodie or a cor-
porate giant that is invading your sovereignty.  Sometimes it’s closer to home.  Stop me if this sounds familiar…let’s say you 
have a friend or family member who wants to take your picture, and you say “No!” because of your desire for some semblance of 
privacy; to maintain your Sovereignty, just as a nation does.  They insist, dismissing your concerns, insisting that privacy is a 
naive illusion anyway…so you should just shut up and smile for the camera.   Again, you refuse and lawyer your case.  But they 
don’t (or refuse to?) understand or acknowledge that you do not want your picture or information posted, shared, tagged, up-
loaded, or stored in a ‘cloud’ somewhere.  An argument ensues, feelings are hurt, relationships are strained and maybe lost.  
Sometimes the hill people choose to die on isn’t worth the sacrifice; in this case, sacrifice of trust and a healthy relationship.  
Their inability to respect your Personal Sovereignty…their need to do as they wish with your likeness or information, regardless 
of consent…is an attempt to subrogate your Personal Sovereignty to their control.  And that should concern you, whether it’s a 
friend or family, a company, or a hacker. 

   Of course, I do not advocate being a hermit, and this is no Luddite Revolt.  The point here, my friends, is watch what you put 
out there.  Protect your Personal Sovereignty- it is a precious resource, hard won and easily lost.  

   If you would like to contact the author, he cannot be found on Facechat, Snapthing, or TweetaBlah.  He may be found living under a rock.  A 
very nice, well-appointed rock.   

~ LCDR Nate “NOAKSTER” Noakes ~ 

Sailors, Mind Your 1’s and 0’s:   
The Battle for Personal Sovereignty in the Digital Age 

LCDR NATE “NOAKSTER” NOAKES 
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NAOP’s Highlighted 

LCDR Pietila, CVW-5 AMSO, flying with CAPT Rovenolt, 
DCAG, in a F/A-18E as the primary mission tanker during 

Talisman Sabre off the coast of Australia. 

Landing Signal Officers (LSOs) on the LSO platform. Communi-
cation and teamwork visually control the aircraft in the terminal 

phase of the approach immediately prior to landing on deck. 

Aerial of Mom, CVN-76, off the left leading from the backseat of the F/A-18E, in the marshal stack awaiting for our turn to 
land.  The tanker lands last in case of a fouled deck or a missed arresting wire "bolter" ensuring other jets land safe on deck. 

25 years of active duty service. 1994-2019. Thank you for your service, Sir. 

Plank Owner of the New AMSO Billet, CAG-5, LCDR Diane “P-Diddy” Pietila 

Retirement Party for CDR (ret) Jim “Bumbles” Balcius 
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Editor’s Note: This USMC AMSO Guidebook has been around for a very long time, and offers excellent sage advice that is 
still applicable today. However, with time comes change, and there are areas where this Guidebook could use some up-
dating. Our current Specialty Leader, CAPT Brian Bohrer, has challenged us as a community to update this Guidebook 

so it is  current and relevant to all AMSOs serving across the USN and USMC.  

Please visit the MilSuite discussion to submit your recommendations                                                          
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/message/823795#823795 or email them to susnaopnexus@gmail.com 

Continued on Page 22 

     History:  The AMSO Guidebook/Pass-down Log was first written in 1988, before the first MAG AMSOs existed.  It was pub-
lished in the Navy Physiology Newsletter of June 1989.  Some might have thought it a bit of a manifesto and perhaps opinionated, 
it did describe our basic mission and how to do business with the Marines.  Nonetheless, it is still germane.  It captures some of 
the thoughts that the original USMC AMSOs had in trying to build the AMSO program.  It describes an AMSO ethos that is com-
patible with the Marine Corps ethos and much of it applies to Navy AMSOs as well.  Below follows an update of that Guidebook, 
minus the pass-down log. 

1.  THE CHALLENGE 

     Welcome to the Marine Corps.  This guidebook is unofficial guidance for AMSOs assigned within the Marine Corps.  Contents 
include some personal thoughts which you may or may not heed and certainly are not the official policy of any command.  The 
intention is to assist you whether or not you are an experienced AMSO.  You are here because you are considered a "Heavy Hit-
ter" in our community.  Congratulations!  The USMC AMSO billets are the result of a great deal of effort by those who preceded 
you.  Their credibility was impressive enough to convince to Corps to give up riflemen in order to make your job a reality.  The 
challenge is not to maintain that credibility and reputation, but to exceed it.  Like our predecessors, and others who have worked 
with the Marines, this tour may well be your most memorable, enjoyable, and productive.  Even if you are an experienced AM-
SO, a Marine Corps tour is an almost unrestricted opportunity for personal and professional growth.  You'll be expected to work 
hard, but we think you will also have a great time and a lot of new experiences. 

2.  LOYALTY: 

     In general, Marines are a very proud breed.  In working with them, you will find them more appreciative of your efforts if you 
do your job well, volunteer to help beyond what's expected, and don't tell them how to do their job, but get involved!  Pay special 
attention to your military bearing and appearance.  Learn the Marine rank structure.  If they mistakenly call you Captain, 
"Skipper" or Major, take it as a compliment.  Learn their organization, support it, and develop a strong working relationship with 
each section (ie.  S-1, S-2, S-3, S-4, Adjutant, AMO etc.).  Know their counterparts below and above your level of command.  
Learn USMC acronyms and organization.  While a little dated, Tom Clancy’s “Marine” is still a good reference.   

     Your loyalty is to your command.  The Group or Wing Commander signs your fitness report - not the local clinic or hospital.  
You will be expected to maintain liaison with the Squadron Flight Surgeons, Group or Wing Surgeon, and hence the Medical De-
partment.  When conflicts in scheduling/priorities/funding arise (and they will) be prepared to answer the question, "What's the 
group/wing going to get out of it?" 
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3.  MOTHERHOOD 

     There is no formal chain-of-command in which Group AMSOs report to the Wing AMSO and so on.  We don't plan to be 
your mother, to task you, to spy on you, or to interfere with your job.  However, we are all part of the Marine Corps Team and 
will support one another, so keep in touch with one another.   

     Your boss determines your priorities; however, you may expect occasional taskings and requests for information (RFIs) from 
the Wing DOSS through the Group DOSS.  While some mistakes were made along the way, a great deal of effort, hard work, 
and credibility were invested in this program.  We have a reputation of hard work and a reputation of credibility to uphold.  AM-
SOs at all levels will support and assist each other in any way possible.  We should be able to complement each other’s efforts and 
achieve goals, reputations, and credibility together for the benefit of Marine Corps Aviation.  Your individual credibility is reflect-
ed on the rest of us.   

     It is readily apparent that the Marines put teeth behind "responsibility and accountability".  Several Squadron Commanders 
have been relieved for lapses in safety programs.  We can help prevent that from happening again.  In short, if you plan on 
"cruising, blowing a lot of smoke, gaffing-them-off, brown nosing", and not producing, consider yourself forewarned that the 
Marines have ways of lighting fires to compliment your smoke and you could get burned.  If you jeopardize the USMC AMSO 
program, your fellow AMSOs are perfectly willing to provide the matches.  Let's hit the ground running, keep contact with each 
other, and avoid firing the furnace. 

4.  CREDIBILITY 

     Considering manpower restrictions, it is possible that this may be your first AMSO tour.  It is our personal opinion that in 
most of the problems we are expected to confront, the success is directly related to the tenacity with which we build credibility 
and hang onto it.  It is our biggest problem, most precious possession, and best tool, yet it can be lost in one unguarded moment.  
We certainly do not have a corner on the market.  We have found that starting from the position of assuming no credibility or 
tactfully claiming limited credibility with aviators is a good start.  Remember that in some Marine Aviator's eyes, we already have 
three strikes against us:  1) we're Navy, 2) we're medical, and 3) we're safety.   

     Many demands will be placed on you and judgments are quickly made.  This is especially difficult because we typically become 
a "jack-of-all trades" and "master-of-none".  Actively listen to what Marines Aviators are saying or complaining about.  Do not 
"gaff-them-off!”  They won't come back if you do.  Do not be a "yes man".  Marines will not respect you.  Try to operate from a 
position of "give them the shirt off your back but don't give them the keys to Pandora's Box."  Stand your ground when you’re 
sure.  Don't try to blow smoke.  If in doubt, say “I don’t know, but I will find out,” then go get help, research the problems, ex-
perience the problem if possible, and do a thorough staffing job with your responses.  Once accepted, the Marines will value your 
credibility and appreciate you having the "tenacity of a bulldog".  A good gauge of your growing credibility will be the number of 
requests for your services.  Above all, make yourself available, adjust your schedule if possible, or offer your services based on 
their next available schedule.  Declining a request for your services is a dead last choice (that does not mean you have to agree 
with every issue/opinion).  In most cases, we've found the Marines to be conscientious about making a request based on your 
convenience/schedule, but their convenience should have a much higher priority.  They have to respond quickly to many taskings 
- so should we.  Enough said - now on to some specifics. 

5. COMMUNICATION 

     Almost everything an AMSO does involves communication.  Briefings, liaison, staff papers, and follow-up occupy most of our 
time.  The enclosures in the guidebook/pass down include many points of contact/phone numbers.  Local phone numbers you 
use frequently should be developed by you.  Keep it updated.  Pass them on to your relief.  Phonecons by no means will be the 
end of a problem.  Thinking "Action passed is action complete" can, and will, cause you trouble.  Be sure to follow the action 
through to completion.   
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     Cultivate support for your requests, taskings, and actions by calling all concerned ahead of time.  It takes time to call, but it 
usually saves time by avoiding misunderstandings.  Also, an email can often get only partial attention, while a phone conversation 
gets focused attention.   

     We have numerous liaison responsibilities with AIRPAC, CNAF, BUMED, NAVAIR, NAWC, FORCE, CMC and CNO 
counterparts/sponsors.  Within our own community, we should keep the ASTCs, FAILSAFE Regional Coordinators, Tiger 
Teams, and other AMSOs who may have an interest informed.  Networking is highly recommended.  Other AMSOs appreciate a 
"heads-up" on issues they could be dealing with soon in their commands.   

     We recommend that you have business cards.  They can be exchanged with many of the people, including civilians, who are 
experts in a given field.  We strongly recommend you include your cell phone number on the cards, because if you are doing your 
job, you will often be at the squadrons and away from your computer and office phone.  The squadrons have used a lot of discre-
tion in calling our personal numbers, yet it is a very tangible way of saying you're available.  It's a great way for the aircrew to 
know they can count on you in a bind. 

6. CHAIN-OF-COMMAND 

     As mentioned above, there is no direct chain-of-command from AMSO to AMSO.  There are however AMSOs at many com-
mands within the various chains-of-command/authority.   

     To get official support for ALSS issues the route requests would take is:  SQDRN – MAG – WING – MARFOR – AIRPAC/
AIRLANT – NAVAIR – CMC/CNO 

     For official NASTP support:  SQDRN – MAG – WING – MARFOR – CMC/CNO – BUMED – NMETC – NMOTC – NSTI  

     If you deploy, the chain-of-command will change.  The MAGTF does not follow the in-garrison chain-of-command.  Know 
before you go.  Make sure you have specific codes for "pass to" points-of-contact listed in your pass-down log.  Info all con-
cerned, but be conscious about embarrassing yourself, your command or others.  Higher commands usually will assist you with 
wording if you're not sure how your message will be received. 

7. AEROMEDICAL BRIEF PROGRAM 

     One of the largest shortcomings of human nature is the conservation of effort.  This results in a reliance on the PPTs of others.  
We spend six months in training to be physiologists, another five to six weeks as safety school and then walk into our AMSO jobs 
unarmed except for our wits and copies of our NASTP briefs and the briefs of our predecessors.  We are expected to be profes-
sional educators, so take the effort and make your own briefs.  2D MAW has a mandatory Aeromedical Brief Program (see 2D 
MAW WgO P3750.7).  Some of these briefs are part of the required or recommended aeromedical adjunctive training delineated 
in Appendix E of OPNAVINST 3710.7(series).  For AMSOs assigned to units within the other Wings, the Aeromedical Brief Pro-
gram is not mandatory, but we encourage active engagement and periodic aeromedical briefings at the squadrons.  Modifications 
and updates to the Aeromedical Brief Program require your assistance.  Share pertinent research articles and new information 
with the rest of the AMSO team, so all of our aircrew can be made aware of the latest information. 

8.  FAILSAFE 

     All AMSOs are considered to be operational contacts and executors of the FAILSAFE Program.  Implementing the FAILSAFE 
Program is a major part of our job.  FAILSAFE training shall be reported directly to the FAILSAFE Coordinator and PMA-202 via 
ASPM on the PMA-202 Aircrew Systems Website.  Keep track of who and how many presentations you give at the squadrons.  
Funding for Regional FAILSAFE meetings and the annual meeting will come from the FAILSAFE.  If you are a group AMSO and 
going to travel on FAILSAFE funding as part of a FAILSAFE assignment, please make sure to have the Wing and other local AM-
SOs included in the planning.  This will assist the other AMSOs in planning and scheduling to cover for you, for NITE Lab classes 
and other briefs such as those given at Instrument Ground School, while you're TAD.  A simple phone call in advance will be ap-
preciated, and coverage for your group will be assured. 
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9. FLIGHT EQUIPMENT/ALSS 

     Whether you are prepared or not, you will be expected to be the local expert on matters dealing with flight equipment/ALSS.  
The Third MAW has a quarterly ALSS meeting and Second MAW is projecting establishing a similar meeting.  You are expected 
to attend and will be asked to make short presentations during some of the meetings.  Solving flight equipment problems is a large 
part of our job.  Areas which need your attention are fitting/compatibility problems and custom fit equipment.  You will find 
plenty of interest from the Marines in this area.  Requests for special fit equipment should be made by message via the chain of 
command.  The Wing AMSO has copies of messages for those requests.  The wings have not been timid in requesting participa-
tion in fleet assessments of new flight equipment.  If you are a SME, why not give your aviators the benefit of your contacts and 
knowledge, even if it is a short-lived fleet assessment of a system under development.  Another area in which we can be of assis-
tance is helping the squadrons work up for deployments.  Let’s help them avoid last minute shortage and supply problems when 
they have many other preparations to handle.  Feedback and special reports are essential in dealing with ALSS.  Major: efforts 
such as the pending implementation of the "AR-5" may require joint participation by all AMSOs dealing with the system.  It is 
conceivable that the Wing AMSO and several Group AMSOs may be involved together in outfitting the ACE.  The benefit is that 
we all gain the experience to make the program run smoothly at our own group.  There are a number of ALSS problems which 
we could not start on, or are in various stages of completion because of other priorities.  With the concurrence of your boss, you 
should expect to take-over and staff the resolutions.  We will provide the background information we have acquired to date and 
will assist you as needed.  Duplication of effort should be avoided if team effort or "bigger guns" are not necessary.  Do your 
homework, gather, and document your support before pulling the trigger. 

10.  VISIBILITY 

     As communicators, public relations and visibility are essential.  A Group AMSO should be known by every aviator and crew 
chief in their MAG.  The AMSO will not be as well-known as the Squadron Flight Surgeon but, should be able to cultivate good 
working relationships with each Squadron DOSS, NATOPS Officer, Flight Equipment Officer and ALSS NCOIC.  Squadron 
Commanding Officers, XOs, Intel Officers and OPS Officers are your allies.  If they don't know you exist, you won't be utilized, 
and they won't benefit.  Take every opportunity to be introduced.  Attendance/participation in the monthly and annual safety 
meetings, the Marine Air Board (MAB), Operators Advisory Groups (OAGs), etc. are "don't miss" opportunities.  We recom-
mend each Group AMSO give the Spatial Disorientation brief at each Instrument Ground School Course.  Within a year, every 
aviator in your group, including the new ones, will know who you are.  We don't believe it is unreasonable for a Group AMSO to 
make the rounds in each of his assigned squadrons several times per month.  This is how you will find out what the questions are 
that they never thought about asking you or didn't have time to ask.  This also allows you to pass information and updates on a 
more personal level, rather than just be email.  The squadron visits are not a spying mission for the group, but are an opportunity 
to prevent molehills from becoming mountains.  In short, these visits can save you a lot of time and trouble by handling issues 
before they become critical or short fused, and they are the basis on which you build understanding of the operational and tactical 
implications of aviation physiology. 

11.  FLIGHT SURGEON LIAISON 

     The AMSO Program was originally conceived as an augment to Aeromedical Safety when Flight Surgeons were in short sup-
ply.  Flight Surgeons often serve a single two- to three-year tour.  Therefore, it would help your aircrew if you assist the Flight 
Surgeons in developing and presenting their aeromedical briefs.  Use each other as a "sounding board" when trying to solve aero-
medical problems.  Flight Surgeons assigned within the Wing have 50% of their time allocated to squadron time.  They are a 
source of information for you and they in turn can benefit from your expertise and points-of-contact.  Group Flight Surgeons usu-
ally meet weekly with the Wing Flight Surgeon.  Request to attend these and other related meetings.  When we fail to prevent a 
mishap, make sure you offer to assist the Flight Surgeon assigned to the mishap board - especially with collecting information on 
survivability, ALSS, and NASTP training.  Remember not many Flight Surgeons are ASO grads, but every AMSO is. 
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12.  MISHAP INVESTIGATIONS 

     As a school trained ASO, an AMSO has the credentials to assist in mishap investigations.  Unlike line ASOs, the AMSO spends 
an entire tour, several tours, or the majority of their career as a safety officer.  This stability has left many experienced AMSOs 
with the "corporate knowledge" on mishap boards.  For most Flight Surgeons, a Class "A" mishap board may be the "one-and-
only" major mishap he or she will investigate in their entire career.  Because of the sensitive nature of a mishap investigation, 
someone from outside the squadron can be perceived as a possible "information leak".  Should you be asked to assist as a consult-
ant for the board, or assigned as a mishap board member, do not compromise the board's deliberations.  Offer to assist in any way 
you can, but recognize the limits of your expertise.  Utilize your contacts to provide the true expert advice and answers.  We can 
improve the accuracy and reliability of the data base at the NAVSAFCEN concerning ALSS function/problems.  This is important 
because changes are often made on the basis of those statistics.  The military specifications and design criteria of ALSS are difficult 
to change or challenge if the statistics are based on supposition or inaccurate data.  You should have a Flight Surgeon's Mishap 
Investigation Pocket Checklist - be familiar with its contents.   

     As a member of an AMB for a fatal mishap, I cannot undersell the usefulness of the Chaplain.  Our boardroom was next to the 
Chaplain’s office.  I saw him often in the hallway, and he would remind me that his office was there and he and his staff were 
available.  He would always ask how I and the board as a whole were doing.  I would always reply in full honesty that we were 
doing fine.  However, while I was feeling that the board and I were doing fine, I realized later that I was not doing fine.  I am not 
sure if my assessment of the other board members was accurate either.  I needed to talk about the loss of life and the stress of real-
izing this mishap, like all mishaps, could have been avoided and those individuals did not need to die.  Knowing what I know now, 
I will make use of the Chaplain or other counseling assets, like those at Fleet and Family Services, when the next mishap occurs. 

13.  MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE 

     The history of modem warfare was not solely governed by weapons development.  Human error, degraded visual environ-
ments, lack of knowledge of physiological threats, and poor preparation or prevention have played major roles in producing casu-
alties and compromising performance.  A physiological threat is defined as any environmental characteristic or self-imposed limi-
tation which would diminish an individual's capability or combat effectiveness.  In the 1990s, USMC AMSOs became involved in 
medical intelligence and physiological threat briefs.  A great deal more can be done.  Ask any commander when he last had a med-
ical intelligence brief?  Areas for growth in this subject may include country studies for possible threat areas or contingency plan-
ning.  Preparation and briefings are not limited to aviation elements.  Ground forces and armor personnel could benefit from our 
efforts.  This preparation is best done in-garrison and planning is obviously necessary before deployments.  The information 
would also be useful during the deployment as a review.  Liaison with G-2/S-2 sections has become a part of the USMC AMSO 
duties.  Don't forget the Environmental Health Officer and Preventive Medicine in preparation of your briefs.  It is recommended 
that Group AMSOs attend the one week "introduction to Medical Intelligence Course" held at the Armed Forces Medical Intelli-
gence Center in Ft Detrick, Md.  Copying of classified briefs is difficult.  You must arrange access and should have a courier au-
thorization.  We can, however, work jointly on up-dates and content of threat briefs.  The Aeromedical Brief Program includes 
unclassified threat briefs for areas to which squadrons commonly send detachments. 

14. DEPLOYMENTS 

     One of the justifications for the Marine Corps investment in the AMSO program was to provide specialized aeromedical sup-
port for deployments.  USMC AMSO billets are the only deployable billets in our community.  At least once during your tour, 
you should expect to deploy with the Air Combat Element (ACE).  This does not have to be for the entire six months.  The criti-
cal timing and optimal use of your assistance would be during work-ups and the first half of the deployment.  The AMSO can play 
a role in medical readiness, assisting the Flight Surgeon, medical intelligence, threat preparation and protection, flight equipment 
preparation/problems, shipboard documentation of ALSS problems, and SAR/MEDIVAC training or planning.  The AMSO also 
places another school trained safety officer on board.  
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Group AMSOs can also support squadrons during CAX, MCCRES, or other exercises.  Scheduling of Group AMSOs should be 
coordinated through the ACE Commander with the MEU Commander.  In the absence of an AMSO (during deployment) the 
Wing AMSO and other Group AMSOs should be able to cover in-garrison duties for the deployed AMSO.  Rotation of the AM-
SOs for deployment should be coordinated with all concerned well in advance (at least six months prior to embarkation).  De-
ployment is an excellent opportunity to stimulate operational/tactical professional growth in our community.  Likewise, the Ma-
rine Corps stands to benefit from our assistance, and the "lessons-learned” from our deployments.  Document your experience in 
after action reports so those who follow don't have the same problems. 

15.  FLIGHT TIME 

     All AMSOs are on DIFOPS orders.  The minimum 4 hours per month is your responsibility.  The Marine squadrons have been 
very cooperative in flying the "Docs".  Upon check-in, make sure that you are on the "Authorized to Fly List".  Request that a 
specific squadron be assigned primary responsibility for your flight time and to maintain your flight equipment but do not limit 
your experience to a single squadron or aircraft type.  Flight hours and funding is limited for staff officers.  Don't be a pig.  Do 
your best not to interfere with their flight ops and don't be surprised or disappointed if you're a low priority.  Flight briefs and 
debriefs are vital learning opportunities.  Although the aircraft or mission commander may excuse you from the brief or debrief, 
do not take them up on the offer.  Translate the experience you do receive from the flight brief, the flight, and the debrief into 
updating your briefs, improving their flight equipment, and appreciating your aircrew's mission and problem areas.  If assigned to 
a group which has only single-seat aircraft, you should request authorization to fly with another local squadron, but also have au-
thorization to fly the single-seat simulators.  Additionally, request to attend periodic flight briefs and debriefs with the single-seat 
squadrons—that is how I learned a lot about NVG operations in the AV-8B.   

16.  NASTP LIAISON 

     Marine personnel are constantly on the move with numerous taskings, training, schools, PCS moves, detachments, exercises, 
and work-ups.  Marine aircrew, and the stability of squadron personnel rosters, present some unique scheduling problems for 
NASTP training.  Funding for TAD, travel, and time-to-train are at a premium and projections for the future make quota sched-
uling critical.  Regardless of the reason, as AMSOs, we have obligations to make that training as accessible as possible.  You will, 
no doubt, be asked to assist individuals and squadrons schedule training - usually on a short fuse.  Liaison and assistance with the 
ASTCs is vital.  Scheduling of individuals should be by the Squadron's· NATOPS Officer or Training Officer, not the individual.  
The Marine Corps is often short of trained crew chiefs or aerial observers.  Training them is costly because they are identified at 
the squadron (not in Pensacola).  Training enlisted aircrew will require much closer coordination and planning especially if OCO-
NUS.  Problems with scheduling and training should be funneled through the Group AMSO and S-3.  If there is a trend or chronic 
problem, we should talk within our own community first.  Requests for waivers should have thorough justifications.  Liaison with 
the MARFORs has indicated that waivers based on poor planning will not be favorably endorsed.  The Wing AMSOs will need to 
know the number of personnel affected and the expiration dates of training before forwarding waiver requests to the MARFOR 
for routing to CMC(ASM).  Strict adherence to OPNAVINST 3710.7 should be your guidance.  If changes are needed, help your 
squadrons and group staff them.  Support the NATOPS Program.  We all should be working on avoiding the "no-shows" for the 
training and wasted quotas. 

17.  UNIFORMS 

     It is a tradition for AMSOs assigned to the Marine Corps to wear Marine uniforms.  Navy Uniform Regulations have made this 
an option for Navy Staff Corps working with the Marines.  While this Gouge Book has in previous versions “Strongly Encouraged” 
this practice, it is purely a personal choice.  My mentor wore Charlies and so did I, but my Sea Daddy pointed out that the Ma-
rines only wear the Navy Uniform when they are with the Blue Angels, and that’s not a regular Navy Uniform.  Below, I offer 
information on for consideration in making your decision. 

     If you do go Marine Corps Regs, you have to meet their fitness and grooming standards.  Electing this option is requires your 
personal investment.  In general, your badges, ribbons, and insignia are worn in the same manner as a Marine officer's. 
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The number and type of Marine uniforms we are authorized to wear is limited.  Group Staff Officers wear Cammies or flight suits 
more often than Class "C" uniforms (known as Charlies).  Where you will work will determine how many of each type are need-
ed (i.e. if you deploy, you'll need more Cammies).  Talk to your predecessor and other USMC AMSOs to get a feel for what you 
might need to purchase.  I recommend shopping for uniforms at the base thrift shop, you may find lightly worn uniforms at very 
low cost.  If you're undecided, consider the following.  "When in Rome, dress like a Roman or be eaten like a Christian".  Con-
sider it a privilege to be allowed to wear the Marine uniform.  It’s a statement of loyalty to them and their mission.  Absolutely, 
check with your boss first about uniform policies and customs before investing.  Be sure to read the Uniform Regulations.  Other 
questions about uniforms may be answered by the S-1, the Wing AMSO.   

     If you don’t go Marine Corps Regs, that is completely acceptable.  Here’s how one AMSO responded when asked by his 
USMC boss, “Why don’t you wear the Charlies like the Flight Surgeon and Chaplain?”  His answer was, “Sir – if you were sta-
tioned at a Navy command, would you wear Khakis?”  The response to this was, “F*** no! Oh, good answer…”  Our AMSO 
then expounded “I’m proud to work with the Marines and I have worked with them half my career – but I’m also proud of being 
a Sailor.” 

     Bottom Line:  Whatever you wear, wear it with pride! 

18.  FLEET MARINE FORCE (FMF) WARFARE OFFICER (FMFWO) QUALIFICATION BADGE 

     In January 2006, the FMFWO Qualification Badge superseded the Navy FMF Ribbon, which was established in 1984.  Eligibil-
ity requirements for the FMFWO include assignment for a minimum of 12 consecutive months to a command of the U.S. Marine 
Corps operating forces.  Consult SECNAVINST 1412.10 or your S-1 if you have any questions. 

 19.  PASS-DOWN LOGS (TURNOVER JACKETS) 

     Face-to-Face turnovers do not alleviate you from maintaining a pass-down log.  If you operate from a position of "leaving a job 
better than when you took over and making it easier for your relief', then a pass-down log is routine.  It can be a time saving tool 
for you and you'll use it often.  Marines expect pass-down logs.   

20.  FITREPS: 

     Keep a brag sheet.  Have a place where you keep a running list of notes on things you have done from one reporting period to 

the next.  It can be a sheet of paper tacked next to the phone, a note in Outlook, anything.  Having this will greatly assist the indi-

vidual crafting your FITNESS report—whether it is your boss ends as it should be or it is you as often happens.  If you were to ask 

me for help with your FITREP, I would ask for your brag sheet not your block 41 draft.  If you have already drafted block 41, we 

can compare what I pulled from your brag sheet compared to what you did and use that as a learning and mentoring opportunity.   

     A lot of USMC Officers are unfamiliar with USN FITREPs and the stylistic differences between services.  Don’t be surprised if 

you are rated harder by the USMC – it’s their culture.  Additionally, the Medical Service Corps has a preferred format for block 

41 which Navy Line officers may not use or understand.  Help craft the block 41 wording for your boss.  It is a great idea to get a 

review of draft FITREPS by senior USN personnel (NAOPs, non-NAOP MSC, and Line).  As long as you stay at or above RS 

average (assuming you rate it, and the RS already has an average in BOL) and you have good Block 41 soft breakout language – 

then you should be good to go. 

     It is important to always know your Reporting Senior's Cumulative Average before submitting your FITREP for signature, 

especially when you are going to be a 1 of 1.  From recent experiences, there is one way to get this information.  Have your CO 

or (more likely) Adjutant call Lorraine Johnson at 866-827-5672.  She will need the COs SS# and will then email back the re-

quested Cumulative Averages in an encrypted file directly back to the CO.  
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Upcoming Events 
 

CSEL Level 1 Training 
4-8 Nov 2019 Fallon, NV 

Future Dates:  Feb-Mar, May-Jun, and Aug 2020 

FY20 NAOPP Awards  
Due 30 Nov 2019 

USNAC, Pensacola FL 
24-26 Feb 2020 

MSC Quarterly Facebook Live  
12 Nov 2019 at 1100 (EST), MilSuite 

AsMA Conference 
17-21 MAY 2020 

AEROSPACE PHYSIOLOGY (CASP) 

BOARD CERTIFICATION EXAM INFO 
http://www.aerospacephysiologysociety.org/

aerospace-physiology-board-certification-exam/ 

LINKS 
 

WWW.SUSNAOP.COM 

Purchase your membership: www.susnaop.com/shop  

Submit Your Article: susnaopnexus@gmail.com 

NAOP Wiki 

The Right Info, The Right Amount, The Right Time 

https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/naop/
SitePages/NAOP%20Information%20Network%

20Welcome.aspx 

MilSUITE 

NAOP Page: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/
groups/1836-listserv-sensitive 

MSC Page: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/
navy-medical-service-corpsF 

 

 

 

      

NEXUS                                                                                     VOLUME III, ISSUE 3  

The AMSO Guidebook Needs Updating 

The PERS-32 website and BOL states that Reporting Seniors can request their Reporting Senior Cumulative Average Report and 

Reporting Senior's Submission Report from PERS-32 by submitting a letter signed by the Reporting Senior.  This request may be 

received by mail, fax or email.  DO NOT send a signed letter via mail to PERS-32 or email to mailto:uasknpc@navy.mil 

uasknpc@navy.mil as stated on the website.  This information is not correct and you will not get a reply. 

21.  AEROMEDICAL SAFETY CORPSMEN 

     You are the AMSC’s direct supervisor.  AMSC Evals may be pooled in the USMC command, or they may go to the local Clinic 

for competitive rating.  Be prepared to fight for your AMSC at the ranking board.  Just as we as Scientists within the MSC need to 

be able to explain what we do to the rest of Navy Medicine in our FITREPS, so too will you need to explain the AMSC’s contri-

butions to the members of that ranking board (clinic enlisted leaders).  Utilize CMDCM and Chiefs in the USMC command to go 

to bat for you and your AMSC.   

22.  CLOSING 

     We're not Marines, but we are still part of "THE FEW THE PROUD".  A lot of projects can be improved.  There are many 
untouched problems looking for good solutions.  Charge on!  Make it better!  It's worth it!  The job will be what you make of it. 

     P.S. You'll know when you've made it, and why we're so proud when a Marine Aviator walks up and says, "You AMSOs are 
the best thing that ever happened to Marine Corps Aviation in a long time".  If that doesn't bust your buttons, nothing will. 

https://www.hfes.org/web/Default.aspx
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MISSION STATEMENT 
 

Of The  

 
Society of United States Naval Aerospace and Operational Physiologists  

 

The mission of SUSNAOP  is  

to advance the science, art, and practice of Aerospace  

Operational Physiology and its application to Naval Aviation;  

  

to foster professional development of its members  

and enhance the practice of Aerospace Operational Physiology 

within the Navy;   

 

to strengthen professional and communal ties;   

 

and to optimize solidarity and the professional standing of  

U.S. Naval Aerospace and Operational Physiologists. 

 
 


